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Sympathetic Nerve Reconstruction for Compensatory Hyperhidrosis
after Sympathetic Surgery for Primary Hyperhidrosis
We performed sympathetic nerve reconstruction using intercostal nerve in patients
with severe compensatory hyperhidrosis after sympathetic surgery for primary
hyperhidrosis, and analyzed the surgical results. From February 2004 to August
2007, sympathetic nerve reconstruction using intercostal nerve was performed in
19 patients. The subjected patients presented severe compensatory hyperhidrosis
after thoracoscopic sympathetic surgery for primary hyperhidrosis. Reconstruction
of sympathetic nerve was performed by thoracoscopic surgery except in 1 patient
with severe pleural adhesion. The median interval between the initial sympathetic
surgery and sympathetic nerve reconstruction was 47.2 (range: 3.5-110.7) months.
Compensatory sweating after the reconstruction surgery improved in 9 patients,
and 3 out of them had markedly improved symptoms. Sympathetic nerve reconstruction using intercostal nerve may be one of the useful surgical options for severe
compensatory hyperhidrosis following sympathetic surgery for primary hyperhidrosis.
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scopic thoracic sympathetic surgery in 184 patients with primary hyperhidrosis. Among theses patients, reconstruction
surgery of sympathetic nerve using intercostal nerve was performed in 19 patients with severe compensatory hyperhidrosis after endoscopic thoracic sympathetic surgery. Fourteen
patients were male and 5 were female (median age: 28 yr,
range: 19-61). Two patients were lost during the follow-up
period. This study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of our hospital (IRB No: 3-20080021).
All procedures of reconstruction surgery were performed
under general anesthesia with a single lumen endotracheal
tube. The patients were in a semi-Fowler position with their
arms extended. In 18 patients except for one patient with
severe pleural adhesion, thoracoscopic surgery was possible.
Starting on the left side, two separate skin incisions were made
along the previous thoracoscopic scars and thoracoscopic ports
were placed. After CO2 gas insufflation into the thoracic cavity with less than 10 mmHg of pressure to deflate the lung,
the pleural space was inspected with 5-mm thoracoscope.
Most patients had minimal pleural adhesion around the previous sympathetic surgery site. The intercostal neurovascular bundle was dissected in lengths of 5-7 cm and the distal
part was resected. After the proximal and distal part of previously operated sympathetic nerve was exposed, the nerve

Primary hyperhidrosis is a common disease that is characterized by excessive sweating of face, palms, or axilla, occurring in 0.6-3% of a population (1, 2). Since Kux performed
endoscopic thoracic sympathetic surgery (3), it has been popular during the past few decades as the surgical treatment of
choice for facial, palmar, and axillary hyperhidrosis (4-6). Although endoscopic thoracic sympathetic surgery offers permanent cure for hyperhidrosis, it is often accompanied by serious
complications, such as compensatory hyperhidrosis. In order
to decrease compensatory hyperhidrosis, endoscopic thoracic
sympathetic surgery has attempted to reduce the extent of
resection of the sympathetic nerve, but these procedures did
not significantly decrease the occurrence of compensatory
hyperhidrosis (7). We performed sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery using intercostal nerve in 19 patients with
severe compensatory hyperhidrosis after endoscopic thoracic
sympathetic surgery and evaluated the results of the procedure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
From February 2004 to August 2007, we performed endo597
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sheaths of proximal and distal part of exposed sympathetic
nerve and harvested intercostal nerve end were removed with
an electro-surgical tip cleaner (Surgisite�, Ethicon, Gargrave,
Skipton, UK). The intercostal nerve end was placed between
the proximal and distal part of the exposed sympathetic nerve
and the fibrin glue was applied to contact surface of the sympathetic and intercostal nerve (Fig. 1). The same procedure
was repeated on the right side. In cases of sympathetic nerve
clipping, this procedure was performed after clip removal. In
one patient with severe pleural adhesion, sympathetic reconstruction was performed by minithoracotomy. All patients
were discharged without surgical complications.
We reviewed the clinical charts of all patients who underwent sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery using the inter-

costal nerve. Patients were followed by telephone questionnaire on the effects of the surgery and postoperative complications. The degree of improvement of compensatory hyperhidrosis was graded as ‘‘Definite’’, ‘‘Mild’’, or ‘‘Absent’’. ‘‘Definite’’ means that patients felt fully satisfied after the reconstruction surgery, ‘‘Mild’’ means that patients felt satisfied
to a certain extent, and ‘‘Absent’’ means that patients felt no
improvement. Median interval between the sympathetic nerve
reconstruction surgery and questionnaire was 22 (range: 145) months.
In one patient (patient number 17 in Table 1), digital infrared thermographic imaging was performed preoperatively and postoperatively.
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Fig. 1. (A) Illustration of operative
field. (B) Magnified view of nerve
anastomosis. The distal part of the
intercostal nerve (a) was placed
between the proximal and distal
ends of the exposed sympathetic
nerve (b) to contact with the sympathetic nerve and intercostal nerve, and fibrin sealant (c) was applied to the contact surface of the
sympathetic and intercostal nerve.

Table 1. Patients’ Characteristics and Surgical Results�,�
Patient
Sex
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
�
14
15
16
17
18
19

M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F

Age
(yr)

Site of
PHH

Surgery for PHH

Area of CH

61
19
21
54
20
47
28
48
45
25
29
46
23
51
22
35
22
28
53

Palm
Palm
Face
Face
Palm
Palm
Face
Face
Face
Face, palm
Face
Face
Axilla
Face
Palm
Face
Palm
Palm
Palm

T3 sympathicotomy
T3 sympathicotomy
T2 sympathicotomy
T2 sympathicotomy
T3 sympathicotomy
T2 sympathicotomy
T2 sympathicotomy
T2 sympathicotomy
T2 clip & T3 sympathicotomy
T2, 3 sympathicotomy
T2 clip
T2 clip
T2 sympathicotomy
T2,3 clip
T3 sympathicotomy
T2 sympathicotomy
T3 sympathicotomy
T2, 3, 4 sympathicotomy
T2 sympathicotomy

Chest, back
Chest, back
Chest, back
Back, axilla
Back, abdomen, thigh
Back, abdomen
Chest
Chest, back, axilla
Chest, back
Chest
Chest, back
Back, abdomen
Whole body
Chest, abdomen, thigh
Chest, abdomen
Back, thigh, axilla
Chest
Chest, back, thigh
Chest, abdomen

Interval*
(months)
44
17
12
72
47
48
61
36
4
60
54
81
37
12
63
111
4
102
43

Surgery
for CH

Interval�
(months)

Effect of
SNR

R4 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R2 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R4 ICN
R3 ICN
R3 ICN
R3,5 ICN
R3 ICN

45
38
28
28
19
26
26
26
22
31
16
16
4
5
7
2
1

Absent
Absent
Loss
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Definite
Definite
Loss
Absent
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Mild
Definite
Mild
Absent

�

*Interval between sympathetic surgery for primary hyperhidrosis and sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery; Interval , Interval between sympathetic
�
nerve reconstruction surgery and questionnaire; Sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery under thoracotomy.
PHH, primary hyperhidrosis; CH, compensatory hyperhisrosis; SNR, sympathetic nerve reconstruction; ICN, intercostal nerve.
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RESULTS

DISCUSSION

Primary hyperhidrosis patients were composed of 9 facial,
8 palmar, and 1 axillary, and one patient had both facial and
palmar hyperhidrosis. Table 1 shows the patients’ characteristics and results of sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery.
Initial endoscopic thoracic sympathetic surgery for primary
hyperhidrosis was T3 sympathicotomy in 5 patients; T2 sympathicotomy in 8; T2, 3 sympathicotomy in 1; T2, 3, 4 sympathicotomy in 1; T2 clipping in 2; T2, 3 clipping in 1; and
T2 clipping with T3 sympathicotomy in 1 patient. All patients were operated by thoracoscopic approach.
The chest and back were the most common sites of compensatory hyperhidrosis. The median interval between the
first endoscopic thoracic sympathetic surgery for primary
hyperhidrosis and sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery
was 47 (range, 4-111) months. R3 intercostal nerve was used
for sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery in 15 patients,
R4 intercostal nerve in 2, R2 intercostal nerve in 1, and R3
with R5 intercostal nerve in 1 patient.
Three patients replied that the effects of reconstruction were
‘‘Definite’’, 6 responded with ‘‘Mild’’, and 8 said ‘‘Absent’’.
Postoperative complications were numbness of the chest wall
in 2 patients, chest wall pain in 2 patients, and temporary
ptosis in 1 patient in whom ptosis spontaneously resolved
after 3 months.
Preoperative and postoperative digital infrared thermographic imagings performed in one patient showed the
thermal change in chest and back. The postoperative trunk
temperature was higher than preoperative temperature (Fig.
2).

Since Kux advocated thoracoscopic sympathetic surgery (3),
recent developments in thoracoscopy and specialized instruments have facilitated the procedure. And, it became the treatment of choice for hyperhidrosis because of its low morbidity,
short hospital stay, and excellent cosmetic results (6). Although
it has many advantages, some patients suffer from compensatory hyperhidrosis, which is by far the most common and
disagreeable complication after endoscopic thoracic sympathetic surgery. According to the previous reports, compensatory hyperhidrosis occurs in 59.8-90% of patients after sympathetic surgery (8-10). The mechanism of compensatory
hyperhidrosis is not clear, but it seems to be associated with
compensation for thermoregulatory function (11, 12). Because
the incidence and degree of compensatory hyperhidrosis appear
to be related to the extent of resection of the sympathetic
chain, some clinicians have suggested that the extent of resection should be limited (13). For these reasons, many treatment
methods, such as different level sympathectomy or sympathicotomy, ramicotomy, and clipping, have been attempted
to reduce the extent of resection (14-18), although the effects
of these methods remain controversial. In mild compensatory
symptoms, antiperspirants including aluminum-based compounds, iontophoresis, and systemic or topical anticholinergic
drugs can be used. However, if the symptoms are severe, the
management is more difficult and results are unsatisfactory.
Since Philipeaux and Vulpian reported the first experimental nerve graft in 1870, many successful nerve grafts were
reported in the field of orthopedic surgery. In the field of thoracic surgery, Schoeller et al. (19) reported successful phrenic
nerve reconstruction using sural nerve in patient with mediastinal tumor resection. Telaranta reported that reconstruc37.60
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Fig. 2. (A) and (B) are infrared thermographic image obtained before
sympathetic reconstruction surgery
and after postoperative 3 months,
respectively. Preoperative and postoperative digital infrared thermographic imaging show the apparent thermal change in chest and
back.
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tion of the sympathetic chain using sural nerve graft diminished compensatory sweating in a male patient who underwent sympathicotomy for palmar hyperhidrosis (20). Miura
et al. (21) reported that sympathetic nerve reconstruction
surgery using the intercostal nerve was useful after resection
of the sympathetic nerve involved by tumor.
Although the sural nerve is the most commonly used for
nerve graft, the intercostal nerve has several advantages over
the sural nerve. First, the intercostal nerve has more sympathetic nerve fibers than the sural nerve, hence the intercostal
nerve is more appropriate for sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery. Second, the sural nerve can be used only as free
graft but the intercostal nerve can be used as pedicled graft
and harvested as a neurovascular bundle. Therefore, a sufficient blood supply in the graft can be maintained. Third, the
intercostal nerve can be harvested by thoracoscopy. So, an additional incision is not needed and donor site morbidity decreases. In our experience, thoracoscopic intercostal nerve could
be harvested in all patients except 1 patient with severe pleural adhesion, leading us to believe that the intercostal nerve
is a useful graft for sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery.
Epineural and fascicular sutures are the most used for nerve
anastomosis, but the foreign body reaction caused by suture
material to nerve is another possible problem (22, 23). Some
reports demonstrated the successful nerve anastomosis using
fibrin sealant without suture technique (24, 25). If microscopic suture technique is used in sympathetic nerve reconstruction surgery, it inevitably needs thoracotomy. So, we used
fibrin sealant for nerve anastomosis. The type of anastomosis
performed in this procedure is the modification of end-to-side
neurorrhaphy where axonal sprouting occurs (26).
The nerve is generally anastomosed in the original direction, but the free graft should be prepared to be anastomosed
in the original direction in this operation. Some reports revealed the anastomosis in reverse orientation did not influence
the nerve conduction (27, 28).
In the questionnaire on the effects of sympathetic nerve
reconstruction surgery, nine patients replied ‘‘Definite’’ or
‘‘Mild’’. In 3 patients who replied that the results were ‘‘Definite’’, compensatory sweating decreased and anhidrosis of the
affected areas after endoscopic thoracic sympathetic surgery
improved. Patients, who replied mild improvement, complained still uncomfortable compensatory hyperhidrosis, although
amount and frequency of perspiration decreased. However, in
8 patients, sympathetic reconstruction surgery did not show
any effect. These results of the reconstruction surgery were
not different between variables such as age, sex, affected area,
and interval from endoscopic thoracic sympathetic surgery
due to the small number of cases in this study.
The digital infrared thermographic imaging is a useful tool
in evaluation of body temperature distribution. In the image,
sweating area shows lower temperature than other area. Before
and after sympathetic nerve reconstruction, we performed
the digital infrared thermographic imagings in 22 yr-old man
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complaining of compensatory hyperhidrosis in chest after T3
sympathicotomy. After the reconstruction surgery, trunk temperature has increased, and this result corresponded with patient’s symptom.
Even though the number of patients is not sufficient for
data analysis, outcome of the reconstruction surgery did not
correlate with the interval between the sympathetic surgery
and reconstructive surgery. To evaluate the exact effects of
sympathetic nerve reconstruction, more cases and longer postoperative follow-up period is necessary.
Postoperative complications of the reconstruction surgery
were seen in 5 patients; prolonged chest wall pain which was
tolerable in 2 patients, and numbness of chest wall in 2 patients. One patient complained of ptosis which was spontaneously resolved after 3 months.
The questionnaire has been used to evaluate the surgical
outcome after sympathetic surgery. However, the questionnaire has a limitation that it is not objective. In addition,
because compensatory hyperhidrosis depends on climate and
season, the timing of a questionnaire survey is important. In
this study, the questionnaire was performed on October when
it is relatively cool and dry in Korea. This is another limitation in this study.
In conclusion, our results suggest that sympathetic nerve
reconstruction with intercostal nerve may be one of the useful surgical methods in severe compensatory hyperhidrosis
patients. A half of the patients satisfied with the results. The
reconstruction surgery must be decided very carefully in highly selected patients with severe compensatory hyperhidrosis.
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